STUDENT SUCCESS COLLABORATIVE
ADVISOR RESEARCH STUDY & FINDINGS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OVERVIEW

TARGET AUDIENCE

In order to better understand the advisor experience, EAB conducted
a research study on approximately 15 advisors across 3 institutions. The
goal was to understand the concept of academic success by asking
“How does the target audience organize their thinking around their
biggest issues when advising students?” In order to answer the larger
question, our interviews with advisors focused on understanding the
following smaller questions including:

The interviewees were spread across three types - the professional
advisor, the faculty advisor and the student specialist. Within the
two advisor types, we interviewed both general and major-specific
advisors. The student specialist was typically a graduate student who
would assist in triaging and managing caseload, but often did not
directly advise students.

How do students get assigned to advisors?
Which students are selected when the advisor’s caseload becomes
overwhelming?
How do advisors intervene with students when a student has gone “offpath” or is experiencing difficulties with their coursework?

FINDINGS
After careful analysis of our transcripts and an extensive mental
model, we were able to distill the findings into several areas that
best represented the advisors’ thoughts, feelings and beliefs towards
our research topic. These main areas formed the basis for our initial
product development strategy which is described in detail on the
following pages.
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Overview

What does a mental model do for you?
1

Usable

It begins to tell you what form the
end-users will find most usable.
However, this is not enough to
design a product. There are other
“lenses” needed to guide the
course of a product.

2

Usable

Viable
3

It begins to tell you what form
the end-users desire.

What is financially valuable and
rewarding for ABCO?

The intersection of these three areas helps to guide
the product to a potentially more successful design.
Feasible

What is technically and
organizationally feasible?

Viable
Usable

The product

Feasible
4

Usable

5

Start by
figuring out
how
the user
thinks.

How do we start to
figure out what is
usable?
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Background

How do we create a mental model?
1

Mental space
After interviewing a number of target users look
for patterns among how they organize the tasks
and actions. Group them into mental spaces.

2

Mental space
Concept areas
Group the tasks
within a mental
space into related
conceptual areas

Concept

Concept
Action, or
task

Action, or
task

3

Mental space

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Mental space

Concept

Mental space

Concept

Concept

Concept

Concept

Action, or
task
Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Action, or
task

Capture key insights and
transform them into ideas
for solutions.

Idea

Idea

Idea

Idea

Brainstorm ideas in the
context of the users’ mental
spaces and conceptual areas.

Idea

Idea

This ensures the ideas fit the
form of how the user thinks.

Idea

Action, or
task

Idea

Idea
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SSC

What did our advisor mental model tell us?

Mental Spaces
Assigning

1

On going guidance

6

Assigning is the initial process of pairing student and
advisors. It may be done automatically or through
manual selection and can be changed over the course of
a student’s career.
2

These include ways and methods for providing real
assistance such as helping the student learn to manage
their time and ensuring the students can meet with their
advisors when and if they have problems.

Initial Assessing

Intervening

7

Initial assessing is the process of looking at a student
tyically through their records as advisors have not
yet met a student face-to-face and the student does
not have a university record. This is only for entering
students.
3

This area addresses the mental aspects of a student
who has gone off-path. How can an advisor “get inside
the student’s head” and help them realize they have a
problem.

Planning corrective action

8

Initial guidance

This is taking action to get the student back on path. This
may include remedial coursework, counseling sessions
and tutoring, or directly re-planning the student’s course
work.

This is the process of interacting and assisting students
when they first enter the university. They may be
incoming freshmen or transfers but it is setting the
student up for their early course work.

4

Outcome

9

Outreach

This is the final outcome for the student - either they
succeed and graduate or get dismissed if they do
not make it. It may also include withdrawing from the
university altogether.

Outreach involves interacting with the students once
they have started their coursework. They may be moving
towards getting off path. They may not yet be off-path
but they could be on their way towards it.

5

10

Observing

These are administrative tasks that are not directly
related to student success markers but were shared by
advisors as desirable actions/issues.

A student may be starting towards off-path or the
advisor is interested in seeing if this student is prone to
going off-path if they have problems.

GSRC Mental Model

Other functions, administrative in nature

LEGEND

v. 1

Mental space
Concept tower
Action or Task
Key insight
Focus for this product

Assigning

Initial Assessing

Initial guidance

Assigning is the initial process of pairing student and advisors. It
may be done automatically or through manual selection and can
be changed over the course of a student’s career.

Initial assessing is the process of looking at a student tyically
through their records as advisors have not yet met a student
face-to-face and the student does not have a university record.
This is only for entering students.

This is the process of interacting and assisting students when
they first enter the university. They may be incoming freshmen
or transfers but it is setting the student up for their early course
work.

Outreach
Outreach involves interacting with the students once they have
started their coursework. They may be moving towards getting
off path. They may not yet be off-path but they could be on their
way towards it.

Logistics

Determing approach to take with student
Immediately identify a student that is developmental/remedial, and focus on
them first.

School assigning advisor
Assign specific groups of
students by major or career stages (aka how many
credits or semesters they
have completed)
[191]

Assign specific students
to an advisor, or groups of
advisors, for their entire
career at school

Assembling materials

Allow students to select
first available advisor, if
needed.

Review the qualifications to
apply for some majors.

[1]

[16]

Prepare the “folder” of stuff
for an advising session

Review high school transcript

[6]

[2]

Map the transfer class to
the course on the degree
path.

[207]

[13]

Assess skills and past performance to gauge major
success.
[11]

Find ways to concuil
students who may not
have 1-2 semesters already
which is harder.

[19]

[7]

[192]

Attend orientation day to
do one-on-one advising
sessions with a group of
predefine list of students

[152]

[140]

[144]

Sponsor events to connect
student with business people in specific industries to
understand the career path
and related majors.

Map strengths and interests to majors.

Work to educate a new
student on the requirements and expectations.
This is hard because they
have not experienced college yet.

Share with the student “We
want you to graduation in a
timely manner.”

Observing

On going guidance

Intervening

A student may be starting towards off-path or the advisor is
interested in seeing if this student is prone to going off-path.

These include ways and methods for providing real assistance
such as helping the student learn to manage their time and
ensuring the students can meet with their advisors when and if
they have problems.

This area addresses the mental aspects of a student who has
gone off-path. How can an advisor “get inside the student’s
head” and help them realize they have a problem.

Decide when to start the
academic portion of the
major selection conversation. Could be by
experience at the college,
academic performance, or
self-selected students.[41]

Find ways to work with
athletes who have added
obligations to their sport.

Advise freshmen in a more
prescriptive and rapid fire
way.

[43]

[47]

[37]

Investigate the students
interests and motivations.
[138]

Ask the office of the registrar to put an advising hold
on the student to force the
student to visit an advisor

Get student into math
quickly. This is a litmus
test.

Schedule appointments
with students for advising.
[57]

Have a conversation over
text message with student
to try and get time to
phone or meet in person.

Recommend a set of
classes that have to be
taken within first 2 years.
[183]

[52]

Encourage the students
to talk to alumni of the
choosen major.

[143]

[150]

Separate advising approaches for initial enrollment, transfer with only a
few credits, and undeclared
majors.
[57b]

[142]

Meet the student for the
very first time

Suggest additional degree
paths related to the
choosen degree path, or
their interests.

Send a student on probation an advising form.

Encourage the student to
cultivate multiple options,
and plan an initial course
registration accordingly.

[141]

[53]

Put hold on student to
force advising before
registration.
[58]

[148]

[184]

Overcoming students denial of
poor performance

[51]

Assessing specific risk factors for a specific student

[146]

[153]

Have several conversations
with undirected students
about interests to translate
from interest in careers to
a major.

Planning corrective action
This is taking action to get the student back on path. This may
include remedial coursework, counseling sessions and tutoring,
or directly re-planning the student’s course work.

Look at the specific course
that student has taken to
see their progress toward
graduation.

Students seeking
help

Compare past few terms
GPA to determine recent
academic performance.
[26]

[21]

Provide ongoing tactical guidance
Get the student to complete as many general
education requirements by
end of secord year.

Assess if the student is
ready to take the “typically
challenging” courses (aka
Calculus)

[175]

[169]

Mangage the emotional
fall-out the student has
when switching majors to
something that does not
have the cache of their
original major.

Understand that it is easier
to use intern and a book for
appointments rather than
a computer.

Learn about a student that
is headed toward getting
stuck earlier to get them
into another major quickly.

[203]

[112]

Review student forms
when students come in to
get a sense of who they
are.

Learn about a student
that is headed for a limited
admissions upper program
that we know are not going
to make it.

Understand that students
who drop in the upper
levels are often personal,
not academic issues.

Assess odds of student
“making it” based on GPA.
[22]

Explore other areas like
dramatic drops in GPA to
see if something besides
grades is an issue.

Look at total hours completed
[31]

[27]

Use a number of GPA
calculations to show how
it might be mathematically
impossible to graduate
on current major path for
“cliffhanger” students.

Intense focus on coaching the student to perform

Review reading and
study skills with troubled
students.

Capture the nature of the
student needs to meet
academic success.

Advise a “stuck student” if
they have the credits, but
not the GPA to graduate.

Plant seed for “plan B” or
alternative majors, if trending poorly.

[68]

[74]

[98]

[94]

Planning academic
re-hab

Get the student in the challenging coures as soon as
the student demostrates
their ability to handle it.

Get student to complete
key degree path courses
before 2nd year with specific grade targets.

[170]

[176]

Be aware that placing a
student in a remedial path,
automatically reduces
their chance of a degree by
50% due to the additional
time they will need and the
financial burden that extra
time has. [171]

Focus intensely on the first
2 years. Once they get into
the upper level, generally
they are going to make it.

Understand that there are
a series of classes we know
students are going to have
trouble with.

[177]

[174]

Get the student declared
by XYZ credits.

Add remedial classes to
the ideal path as needed. It
is on a student by student
bases, but there are clear
patterns.

Associate degree is map
to all general education
courses work complete.

“Make it real” for the student. Make them understand their performance.

[180]

[125]

Determine if the students
troubles are related to
academic behaviors, or
something else.

Look at college and university requirements progress,
hours and academic
performance.

[127]

[69]

[75]

Show students the calculations and paths on paper.

Judge progress each session towards graduation.

Look at attendence.

[128]

[70]

Advise a student they can
only repeat some courses
once.

Try to help the student not
feel like they have lost time
at the university.

Hold intense advising sessions or workshops for a
specific GPA-level drop.

[99]

[105]

[97]

Create academic rehab for
transfers with 2.0 or below.
[132]

[123]

Assign a mentor within a
major that is both an acad.
advisor and a curriculum
mentor for the duration
of the student’s college
career (e.g. performaning
arts accepting a student in
to their “studio”) [193]

Allow students to stick with
one advisor for their career,
if the advisor is available.

Assemble packet for each
student to take with/use
during orientations.

[208]

[18]

Lower the student to advisor ratio.

Understand gender-related
advisor preference.

Gather even more records
on transfer students.

[195]

[209]

[15]

Review standardized test
score
[3]

Note exceptions for classes
that do not transfer to
degree path.
[8]

Assess developmental
needs: math, English, etc,
from transcript and ACT
scores.
[17]

Determine the approach
to take with the student
depending on the performance, interests, and
college experience

Find ways to handle majors
with heavier transfer
enrollments, which alters
advising balance.
[44]

[38]

Review all past student
performance to assess
where they fall

Review transfer GPA.
[9]

Conduct criminal background check.
[12]

[4]

Differentiate between
transfer and freshmen
which are handled differently.

Separate freshmen, reentering undergrads, and
transfer students. Each is
handled differently during
orientation.

Adjust consulting to be
even more direct for
degrees with more strict
curriculum for transfer
students.

Work with student to
understand strengths and
interests.
[145]

[159]

[48]

Change the advising
approach for a declared
student.
[45]

[39]

Focus on specific segments over other segments like freshmen or
transfers.

Prevent losing students
during orientation due to
lack of man-power during
advising.
[166]

Have a “feeling sessions”
vs academic one for freshmen.

Build a relationship with
the student to get a likes
and interests.

[155]

[151]

[182]

Conduct personality test
and map result to different
majors.
[154]

Share mapping of
strengths and interests
with student to help them
consider options

Pour a lot in to sessions
because we may not see
that student again.

Hold one on one interviews
to determine true intended
major.

[161]

[163]

[147]

[49]

Understand that until
the student experiences
college, the impression is
“Who are you? You only
know me from a test
score.”

Fine tune consulting to be
more direct for degrees
with more strict curriculum.

Meet with student before
each semester

Guide the student through
class and professor selection based on anecdotal
knowledge about class or
professor. Are they a good
fit for this student?

Describe the range of
careers related to major.
[157]

Identify coures in degree
paths that are known to be
challenging.

[54]

Meet with a student every
half hour from 8 to 4:30.
Back to back.
[59]

[204]

Indirect outreach
Get the student in to seek
help.

Meet with students at the
end of the semester

Create permits to register
without academic holds.

[95]

[55]

[60]

[168]

Work to get students in
earlier than end of the
term.
[205]

[158]

[113]

Judge the volume of
students seeking limited
acceptance. Evaluate that
pool for who are likely, on
the bubble, or not likely.

Get notified if a student is
doing poorly and is getting
“trapped” in a degree path
due to the specific course
within that degree path not
transfering out.

Assess odds of student
getting into higher level
program based on hours
and GPA.
[23]

Compare raw GPA, with
official GPA, past and present GPA performance to
understand if the student
is at present at risk.

Look at upper grad credits
[32]

[28]

[111]

Identify students that
are imminent academic
probation

Calculate GPA of transfer
work.

[110]

[24]

Look at transcript of all
grades to get a sense of
past performance.

Print unofficial transcript
to calculate unofficial
transcript.

[29]

[33]

[181]

[114]

Perform calculations to
projected graduation date,
or extension of time mostly
to show the student the
financial impact of poor
performance.

Understand advisorstudent familiarity advisor
preference.

[194]

[210]

Prepare for orientation
which takes longer.
[14]

Identify a student that
is capable to handle the
“ideal” path to an degree
[5]

Calculate transfer and
university work, together.

Look to see if housing is
already settled

[10]

[20]

Spend as much time as
needed in sessions based
on college, major and/or
severity of student issues.
[40]

Define approach we are
going to take with the
student based on review
of the student records and
context of the student.

Refer the student to support services if academic
drop is due to financial or
social issues.

Work through a worksheet
on skills to analyze likely
successful majors.
[160]

[50]

[46]

View advisors that have
worked with the student.

Suggest advisors to students based on their major
(i.e., “Students in your
major had Bob Smith as an
advisor”)

View which advisors
have work most with the
student, weighted by most
frequently.

Allow students to see advisor hours/availability when
selecting an advisor

View advisor list with
student’s performance
overlaid on that list of
advisors.

Provide contact information for advisor to student
to encourage student
outreach to advisor

View case load of advisors.

Allow student a way to
input their own notes into
the system

View success rate and ratio
of students to success rate
of students.

Allow students to “rate”
their advisors and contribute to an online opinion/
commentary area

Collect official, unoffical
transcripts from all high
schools

Collect official, unoffical
transcripts from all college
work

Review calculated likely
performance in selected
major based on past highschool course work, and
transfer college course
work that maps to similar
course work in selected
major.
Annotate portions of the
past performance to inform the advising session.

Show mapping of courses
from past work that maps
to current major courses
success progress.

Provide checklist of
non-academic factors to
annotate:
Housing, books, roommate
relationship, financial factors, etc.

Assign a student to an
advisor.

Highlight poor performance on placement
exams.

Collect annotations made
through the profile to conduct advising session.

Capture interests during
advising session.

Assess interest and loosely
set expectations for first
time freshmen. They don’t
have any experience so any
thing more is a waste until
they get a taste of college
life. [164]

Overcome lack of contact
early with the student that
is deemed in trouble.
[162]

[167]

[165]

Suggest common courses
need to provide remediation for poor placement
exams.

Have check list, or worksheet, of topics to cover
with advising session.

Integrate personality test
into advising system

Provide contact info and
hours to students during
sessions to encourage
them to continue to come.

Utilize skils questionnaires
to help guide students

Put freshman and transfers
in same interest area/
major in touch with each
other.

Offer workshops, information, tips, websites to advisors on how to better work
with students

Allow advisors to quickly
move students to other
advisors for a given day/
week/month/etc if overwhelmed or out of area of
interest/expertise

Show students with similar
past performance and success rates.

Review/discuss student’s
study schedule and learning habits

Customize advising
checklist based on type of
student (freshmen, transfer, althletes)

Map strengths and interests to majors.

Print out dosseir for student orientation sessions.

Show classes that are
included in calculations.

Show key courses in
success maps that led to
successful graduation.

Provide information to
assist student in further refining study habits - library
hours, tutoring info, etc.

Address any background
issues the student may
have that could impact
their success (ie. ESOL
student, foreign exchange,
etc)

Compare past students
success paths with similar
interests as current student

Extend orientation advising time or proactively
schedule students during
orientation for their first
office appointment.

Allow advisor to include or
exclude course from GPA
calculation.

Show key courses that
challenged students successful graduation.

Annotate likely majors the
student should consider based on interests,
or specific desired area of
student

Require first advising session and have system send
out reminder to schedule
appointment

Show path most students
took with similar path
performance in selected
major.

“Shock a student with the
obvious” is sometimes the
best way to get their attention. “You will need a lot of
math if you want to be a
math-ED.”

Have access to a searchable major database based
on keyword(s)

Show calculations of GPA
for high-school and past
college work.

Show results of criminal
background check.

Look to help ease the transition to college through
feeling of connecting with
other students, professors, groups within major,
interests like music, etc.

Provide checklists, links to
relevant information and
possible majors for first
time meetings in easy to
print format

Create a summary sheet of
past and current performance of student.

Include printouts of all
advisors contact information and office hours

Work to council freshman
who have not experienced
college yet, nor do they
have a clue about the expectations of college work
or their potential challenging course work for a
choosen career path. [14]

Offer simple questionnaire allowing the student
to input interests so that
the system can be more
proscriptive in its recommendations

Connect majors to alumni
contact information and
share contact info with
student.

Council a new student
on the requirements of
choosen degree path.
[139]

Encourage freshmen to
explore all options, but set
the first semester schedule
to leave all doors open.

Encourage student to meet
with advisor.
[96]

[186]

See which courses give
students in this same
major the most trouble.

For remedial work, allow
advisor to add courses and
terms to existing major
success maps.

For undeclared majors,
allow the advisor to select
likely majors and build
a few terms class work
from that set of classes, or
the intersection of those
majors.

Provide “suggested” term
courseload based on what
is available, what the student needs and what will
most likley transfer into the
largest number of majors
for incoming freshmen

Provide contact info and
hours to students during
initial orientation session
to encourage them to
continue to come.

Before a student leaves
the office, set up the next
appointment

Send out advising form
when we learn about a
problem with a student,
which is usually too late.

Select a group of students
based on low GPA and task
the advisors to reach out to
those students.

[56]

[61]

Allow advisors to selectively email an entire
group of students meeting
certain criteria (maybe, all
with GPA under 2.5) with
reminder to schedule an
appointment

Hold “open house” advisor
days

Require freshman meetings for one credit hour

Look for “early warning
signs” of freshmen in
trouble.

Be aware that 2 term GPAs
below 2.0 (is grounds for
dismissal)

[206]

[115]

[116]

Provide printable versions
of online info (degree
maps, success requirements, etc) for students
who just want to “stop in”

Show students in groupings based on GPA to
course load to total credits
that are similar to students
who have had problems in
the past.

Show corrective actions, or
suggest actions that have
improved the success rate
of these similar students.

Compare student performance to standards and
map those to advising
sheets to explain what to
do.

Review if the student is
making progress toward:
upper division, limited
admissions, and/or toward
a degree in choosen major.

[25]

[30]

Compare graduate requirements with undergraduate
student performance for a
chosen major

Find the “source of truth”
on a student’s performance using many different systems and views.
[34]

Create recommended
schedule based on past
performance, and future
requirements, and availability of classes.
[173]

Show student sample successful course maps from
previous students in their
major/area of interest

[76]

[124]

Calculate GPA of pre-requisite GPA.
[129]

[172]

Understand that students
often call in to schedule appointments with advisors.

Determine the cause of the
struggle: time-management, diagnosis (ADHD,
depression, etc), financial,
work-school balance, “life
issues”

Look to see if they bought
books early enough to
ensure they get books.
[77]

Hold workshops/intense
advising sessions for
underperforming students
with discussions with
upper level students and
alumni.

Have “frank” conversation: “Can you manage all
of XYZ?” And the paint a
clear picture of the possible impact to academic
performance.

[100]

[106]

Warn student below a
certain GPA threshold.

Prepare for heavy advising
months like July.

[101]

[107]

Offer options for support
if student selects a major
path that it appears they
will struggle based on past
performance.

Create a piece by piece
plan to “right the ship” for
those students failing.
[133]

Ensure that students
who are going to graduate school are set up for
admissions.

[179]

[185]

Set expectations about
a tough road ahead for a
major they select when
our evaluation of their past
performance indicate they
may struggle or fail.

Overcome the students
denial in underperforming.
[130]

Listen for red-ﬂags: Pregnancy, parental issues, loss
of financial aid, roomate.
[72]

Review their time-management practices with them.
[78]

Advise students that trouble is related to attendance
and time-management.

Track underperforming
students through intense
advising process.

[102]

[108]

Understand that if they
leave business the student
typically go to Corporate
Communication.

Find alternatives with the
field where the student can
leverage existing credits.
[87]

[81]

Outreach to student RA,
professors, etc

Ask the tough questions what is going on? How do
you plan on getting back
on track?

Realize that some students
hit a threshold where they
need to “Get out now”.
[200]

Investigate other student
interests to connect the
student to alternative
majors.

Use personality traits
and interests to find new
majors for struggling
students.

[82]

[88]

Loosen the grip on unrealistic majors for struggling
students.

Understand the rules for
automatic dismissal.
[62]

Managing student records

Records storage

Discuss and plan for “plan
b” if the student can not
make it into limited acceptance major.

Review a student with
consecutive semesters
below GPA threshold for
dismissal.

Track student record in
non-scanned ways in case
they switch to another
school with a major change

Wipe records of dimissed
students and meet with
students who are reinstated.

[91]

[63]

[117]

[187]

Approach the student to
consider their “plan b”,
starting with the least likely
where entry into limited access majors is unlikely.

Understand dismissed
students can appeal.

Pass folder of stuff to
delcared major college.

[64]

[118]

Keep records on students
5 years after graduation.
Largely to protect the
university.

Have an actual academic
conversation with students
older than freshmen.

Share with the student the
full plan. Explain the theme
of each step.

[103]

[134]

Review past performance
and if the trend is positive
paint a picture for encouragement. If not paint a
clear picture.

Intensely focus on the first
step of the “recovery plan”.
[135]

Learn patterns for major
changes. Know that when
students are in trouble,
they talk among themselves to find a major that
is related to their major/
interest that is easier.[198]

Know that often students
want to switch to a major
that will get them out as
quickly as possible.

Compare degree path
classes to see which alternative majors the student
might consider.

[201]

[83]

Understand that some
students just change majors without the advisors
having to do anything.

Know that if in nursing,
they gravitate toward public health due to similarity
to nursing interested and
not restricted admissions.

[199]

Encourage students who
do self-select to come in
and still discuss

Require direct conversation to dismiss students.
[65]

Conduct graduation
checks in April.
[136]

Color code folder of stuff to
major of student.

Retain information not kept
by the registrar.

[119]

[189]

Use color-coding to
indicate student academic
status.

Keep folder of all advising
sessions.

[93]

[202]

View how many terms the
student might need to
bring them back on path.

[89]

Decide if discouraging
a struggling student
from the a major is in the
student and/or the institutions best interest.

[188]

Prepare for graduation

[92]

[104]

[109]

[126]

Show financial impact of
not working towards getting back on path

Work to get rid of the
perception that some
schools send their “rejects”
to other schools due to
common patterns in major
changes.
[86]

Review how the students
current performance and
class work will meet alternative major degree paths.

[197]

[71]

Ease students into technical degrees. Hold the tough
courses until later terms
within the first 2 years.

Recommend to student
the change of major.
[80]

Understand that financial
realization at some point
in their career will motivate
a student to get-out of
school as quickly as possible.
[196]

[156]

Don’t force advising
because we don’t have the
staff.

These are administrative tasks that are not directly related
to student success markers but were shared by advisors as
desirable actions/issues.

Dismissing students

[79]

Plan 3 terms out to to try
and get a student that is
off-path or remedial back
on path
[131]

Student self-selects new major
Combine calculations of
GPA, steps, and plan to
try to make it real for the
student.

Other functions/Administrative

This is the final outcome for the student - either they succeed
and graduate or get dismissed if they do not make it. It may also
include withdrawing from the university altogether.

Have a frank conversation
with students who are
off path, especially those
several semesters deep.
Actively direct them to
other majors.

Work to find themes with
troubled students.
[73]

[67]

Share with student the
“folder” of stuff to illustrate
points of council.
[121]

[122]

Look at a pool of students for risk

Outcome

Finding a new major for the student

Find cause of poor performance

Direct outreach

Explore student interests
Allow transfers to acclimate to the university.
[42]

[36]

Decode the transcript (if
needed)

Planning initial coursework

Plant the seed for the new
student to cultivate a “plan
b”.

[178]

[35]

Assessing incoming students
Review placement exam
score

Prepare for advising session by comparing different
sources of student records.

Student self-assigning
to advisor

Strategic guidance

Group students within
same major in same housing.

Assess the specific course
work that is giving the student trouble and consider
alternative majors that do
not have that course work,
but in the same vein of the
current major, or are in the
interest of the student. 84]

View which majors are the
closest in terms of topic to
current major

Offer the student “what ifs”
to encourage alternative
majors.
[90]

View “interest” profile of
other majors similar to current major.

Calculate GPA for a
specific set of classes over
a specific time to gauge
how they are performing
in different class spaces.
Use this information to find
alternative paths for the
student. [85]

Meet with the committee to review a potential
dismissal.
[66]

Reach out to provost for
exceptions if we make
mistake to ensure May
graduation.
[137]

[190]

[120]

Try to get a student in that
is starting to fall apart as
early as possible

Coordinate with career office to work on interviewing
and possible job searching
before graduation

Provide area/tools in application to allow advisor
to keep info not kept by
registrar

Get student in touch with
alumni working in their
chosen major

Integrate print functionality in application to print
entire record set in usable
manner

Show the actions that have
not worked.
See which courses are
the most trouble for the
student.

Require face-to-face
meeting in order to switch
majors

View which majors match
the current completed
course work of the student

View the careers possible
within another major.

Provide information on
what happens during
a dismissal to troubled
students before they get to
that point

See which courses give
students in this same
major the most trouble.

Provide online tools to
help students select a new
major - perhaps interests
questionnaires, etc.

View the graduation rate
of students switching into
other major from current
major, any major, or starting and finishing in that
major.

View alumni contact information within that major

Show financial impact of
getting dismissed

Add terms to a success
progress map to insert
courses that will bring the
student back on path.

Try to get a student in that
may fit a potential “major
switching” profile (i.e, GPA
drop, certain missed success markers, etc)

View qualifications for
entrance into major.

View financial/geographical information on jobs in
new majors

View contact information
for subject matter expert
on major.

Set the student up with
career center to get more
information on jobs within
possible new major(s)

Add courses to new
term(s) either from previous or future terms or new
courses not in success
progress plan that will add
the student’s success.

View how many terms the
student might need to
bring them back on path to
a proposed major.

View possible schedule of
classes needed for new
major

View success metrics of
students taking a specific
course: success rate in
course, impact on success
in selected major, other
majors, and all majors.

View projected graduation
date for other majors.

Make the computer/application easier to use to get
appointments - encourage
students to do this with as
little effort as possible,

Allow advisors to create
and save custom groups of
students to “watch”

Coordinate meeting(s)
with mentors/graduates
for students in similar/
same degree paths

Require student advisor
meetings by X credits to
discuss major selection by
Y credits

Work with other involved
parties to convince student
to re-hab (i.e, talk to coach
if on athletics)

Put student in touch with
resources that may help
with time mgmt, study sessions, tutors, etc.

Strongly encourage
student to come in on a
regular basis or schedule
a series of meetings when
struggling student is in the
office

Show real-time advisor schedule online so
students can book their
time (ala Outlook calendar
scheduling)

View degree maps of previous students along with
their rate of success and
failure

Recommend prep-tests for
students looking towards
limited access majors or
grad work (i.e., pre-GMAT)

Create and print out schedule plan based on course
avaibility from real-time
SIS system

Show student previous students’ progression when
prior student had problems
that they were able to fix
and graduate / anecdotal
advice

Steer student towards
anonymous services
such a hotlines when you
feel the problem may be
personal

Hold special advising hours
for problem students (or
longer hours) to encourage
students to come in outside of normal class time

Provide graphical analysis
of current student performance so advisor can
see “at-a-glance” what is
going on

Connect student with
other professionals to
assist when issues are not
academic

Have student register for
courses with the advisor/
during the advising session

Show the potential rewards/future course loads
to help convince a student
they can make it

Show which advisors have
the largest number of
successful students as well
as those off path based
on major/year/course/
load etc.

Keep records of student
activities besides academic
in system - jobs, athletic
obligations, etc.

See which courses the student needs to take to bring
them back on path.

Place higher emphasis on
first semester freshmen
and push the struggling
ones to the top automatically

Reach out to student’s
parents if the student gets
really off path or has not
improved after x terms or
their problems extends
beyond an academic one.

Reach out to the students
RA to determine if housing
or roomate issues are
causing poor performance.

Those that are pre-requisites to future classes.

Add new default views
in addition to a list view
(group view, eg) that can
be toggle off and on without using the filter search

Allow the manager to
group students by triage
rules.

Allow advisors to turn off
alert notifications for alerts
that may not be as important (i.e., missed course
registration)

Allow advisor to set threshold of how many students
they can work with on a
given day.

View other re-hab plans
used for students in similar
situations.

Allow leader to assign
groups of struggle students to an advisor, or set
of advisors.

Show potential courses
at other universities
that could help them in
“off-semesters” (summer
remedial, i.e.)

Suggest alternatives to dismissal - part-time status,
withdrawal and enrollment
at community college to
get back on track

Possible questions to investigate:
1. How does the school think about assigning students to advisors?
2. How are incoming, new, students assigned?
3. What causes a change in advisor assignments?
4. How frequently does an advisor assignment change?
5. Why might one advisor work over another?
6. What are the signals you look for to determine if an advisor change is warrented?
7. How does an advisor initiate a change, or
to convey that their work with a student is
done?
8. Would advisors be amenable to student
feedback on their performance?
9. How often does a student request an advisor change?
10. What things does a student look for in an
advisor?
11. Are students ever granted access to their
advising records/notes?

Possible questions to investigate:
1. How do advisor’s think about which students are in trouble?
2. How do they distinguish the severity of
one student over the other?
3. How do advisors think about “middle of
the road” students?
4. Do advisors have the bandwidth to address “middle of the road” students?
5. If there are multiple, seemingly equally,
troubled students, which takes priority?
6. How do advisors organize the students
they need to work with?
7. When a student comes in with average
standings, is the advisor just as likely to
help that student (i.e., spend just as much
time with them) as a student who’s really
struggling?
8. At what point will an advisor suggest the
student needs to reconsider their major/
courseload/current enrollment status?

Find mentors/graduates
who may have struggled in
the same area that can offer suggestions/assistance

Have access to a tutoring
DB of individuals who can
help based on specific
courses

Switch a student into
another major.

Possible questions to investigate:
1. Can a student switch without having any
advisor input?
2. How many students choose to switch on
their own?
3. How often in a student’s career, will a student switch majors?
4. Do certain schools have higher incidents
of major switching?
5. How often is a student successful in a new
major if the switch was due to failing in
first major?
6. How often will a student switch a minor?
7. What is the ratio of student applications
into limited access majors that make it vs
those that do not?

Possible questions to investigate:
1. How does an advisor think about helping
a troubled student plan their curriculum?
2. How do you determine how far out to
plan?
3. In planning, what is the most important
thing you keep in mind?
4. How do you determine what course the
student should take?
5. How do you work with the student to plan
this curriculum?
6. How do you convey the recommendations
to the student?
7. How do you track if the student took your
recommendations?
8. How do you address potential student
weaknesses in new major requirements?
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What were the insights and how did that shape the product?
Observing

Initial guidance

Intervening

Key insight:
“Help an advisor select which
students to aid first/are in
greatest need.”

Key insight:
“Keep the student’s course
selection broad in the early terms
to allow for as many options as
possible.”

Key insight:
“Make it real” for the student.
Make them understand their
performance when they are not
doing well.

Relationship to SSC core product strategy v1
360 view of student
GSRC Mental Model

Surface
most
“saveable”

LEGEND

v. 1

Mental space
Concept tower
Action or Task
Key insight
Focus for this product

Assigning

Initial Assessing

Initial guidance

Assigning is the initial process of pairing student and advisors. It
may be done automatically or through manual selection and can
be changed over the course of a student’s career.

Initial assessing is the process of looking at a student tyically
through their records as advisors have not yet met a student
face-to-face and the student does not have a university record.
This is only for entering students.

This is the process of interacting and assisting students when
they first enter the university. They may be incoming freshmen
or transfers but it is setting the student up for their early course
work.

Logistics

Determing approach to take with student
Immediately identify a student that is developmental/remedial, and focus on
them first.

School assigning advisor
Assign specific groups of
students by major or career stages (aka how many
credits or semesters they
have completed)
[191]

Assign specific students
to an advisor, or groups of
advisors, for their entire
career at school

Assembling materials
Prepare for advising session by comparing different
sources of student records.

Student self-assigning
to advisor
Allow students to select
first available advisor, if
needed.
[207]

[13]

Review placement exam
score

Review the qualifications to
apply for some majors.

[1]

[16]

Assess skills and past performance to gauge major
success.
[11]

Find ways to concuil
students who may not
have 1-2 semesters already
which is harder.

Prepare the “folder” of stuff
for an advising session

Review high school transcript

[6]

[2]

Map the transfer class to
the course on the degree
path.

Decode the transcript (if
needed)
[19]

[7]

Attend orientation day to
do one-on-one advising
sessions with a group of
predefine list of students

On going guidance

Intervening

Planning corrective action

These include ways and methods for providing real assistance
such as helping the student learn to manage their time and
ensuring the students can meet with their advisors when and if
they have problems.

This area addresses the mental aspects of a student who has
gone off-path. How can an advisor “get inside the student’s
head” and help them realize they have a problem.

This is taking action to get the student back on path. This may
include remedial coursework, counseling sessions and tutoring,
or directly re-planning the student’s course work.

Group students within
same major in same housing.

Plant the seed for the new
student to cultivate a “plan
b”.

[152]

[140]

[144]

Sponsor events to connect
student with business people in specific industries to
understand the career path
and related majors.

Map strengths and interests to majors.

Work to educate a new
student on the requirements and expectations.
This is hard because they
have not experienced college yet.

Share with the student “We
want you to graduation in a
timely manner.”

Direct outreach
Ask the office of the registrar to put an advising hold
on the student to force the
student to visit an advisor

Get student into math
quickly. This is a litmus
test.

Investigate the students
interests and motivations.

Find ways to work with
athletes who have added
obligations to their sport.

Advise freshmen in a more
prescriptive and rapid fire
way.

[43]

[47]

Have several conversations
with undirected students
about interests to translate
from interest in careers to
a major.

[42]

[37]

[138]

[57]

Assessing specific risk factors for a specific student

[146]

[153]

Have a conversation over
text message with student
to try and get time to
phone or meet in person.

Recommend a set of
classes that have to be
taken within first 2 years.
[183]

[52]

[57b]

[142]

Meet the student for the
very first time

Suggest additional degree
paths related to the
choosen degree path, or
their interests.

Encourage the students
to talk to alumni of the
choosen major.

[143]

[150]

Separate advising approaches for initial enrollment, transfer with only a
few credits, and undeclared
majors.

Send a student on probation an advising form.

Encourage the student to
cultivate multiple options,
and plan an initial course
registration accordingly.

[141]

[53]

Put hold on student to
force advising before
registration.
[58]

[148]

[184]

Look at the specific course
that student has taken to
see their progress toward
graduation.

Students seeking
help

Compare past few terms
GPA to determine recent
academic performance.
[26]

[21]

Overcoming students denial of
poor performance

Provide ongoing tactical guidance
Get the student to complete as many general
education requirements by
end of secord year.

Assess if the student is
ready to take the “typically
challenging” courses (aka
Calculus)

[175]

[169]

Mangage the emotional
fall-out the student has
when switching majors to
something that does not
have the cache of their
original major.

Learn about a student that
is headed toward getting
stuck earlier to get them
into another major quickly.

[203]

[112]

Review student forms
when students come in to
get a sense of who they
are.

Learn about a student
that is headed for a limited
admissions upper program
that we know are not going
to make it.

Assess odds of student
“making it” based on GPA.
[22]

Explore other areas like
dramatic drops in GPA to
see if something besides
grades is an issue.

Look at total hours completed
[31]

[27]

Get the student in the challenging coures as soon as
the student demostrates
their ability to handle it.

Get student to complete
key degree path courses
before 2nd year with specific grade targets.

[170]

[176]

Use a number of GPA
calculations to show how
it might be mathematically
impossible to graduate
on current major path for
“cliffhanger” students.

[73]

Intense focus on coaching the student to perform

Review reading and
study skills with troubled
students.

Capture the nature of the
student needs to meet
academic success.

Advise a “stuck student” if
they have the credits, but
not the GPA to graduate.

Plant seed for “plan B” or
alternative majors, if trending poorly.

[121]

[68]

[74]

[98]

[94]

Advise a student they can
only repeat some courses
once.

Try to help the student not
feel like they have lost time
at the university.

Hold intense advising sessions or workshops for a
specific GPA-level drop.

[99]

[105]

[97]

Planning academic
re-hab

Determine if the students
troubles are related to
academic behaviors, or
something else.

Look at college and university requirements progress,
hours and academic
performance.

[127]

[69]

[75]

[132]

[123]

Assign a mentor within a
major that is both an acad.
advisor and a curriculum
mentor for the duration
of the student’s college
career (e.g. performaning
arts accepting a student in
to their “studio”) [193]

Allow students to stick with
one advisor for their career,
if the advisor is available.

Assemble packet for each
student to take with/use
during orientations.

[208]

[18]

Review standardized test
score
[3]

Note exceptions for classes
that do not transfer to
degree path.
[8]

Assess developmental
needs: math, English, etc,
from transcript and ACT
scores.
[17]

Determine the approach
to take with the student
depending on the performance, interests, and
college experience

Find ways to handle majors
with heavier transfer
enrollments, which alters
advising balance.
[44]

[38]

Lower the student to advisor ratio.

Understand gender-related
advisor preference.

Gather even more records
on transfer students.

[195]

[209]

[15]

Review all past student
performance to assess
where they fall

Review transfer GPA.
[9]

Conduct criminal background check.
[12]

[4]

Differentiate between
transfer and freshmen
which are handled differently.

Separate freshmen, reentering undergrads, and
transfer students. Each is
handled differently during
orientation.

Adjust consulting to be
even more direct for
degrees with more strict
curriculum for transfer
students.

Work with student to
understand strengths and
interests.
[145]

[159]

[48]

Change the advising
approach for a declared
student.
[45]

[39]

Focus on specific segments over other segments like freshmen or
transfers.

Prevent losing students
during orientation due to
lack of man-power during
advising.
[166]

Have a “feeling sessions”
vs academic one for freshmen.

Build a relationship with
the student to get a likes
and interests.

[155]

[151]

Guide the student through
class and professor selection based on anecdotal
knowledge about class or
professor. Are they a good
fit for this student?
[182]

Conduct personality test
and map result to different
majors.
[154]

Share mapping of
strengths and interests
with student to help them
consider options

Pour a lot in to sessions
because we may not see
that student again.

Hold one on one interviews
to determine true intended
major.

[161]

[163]

[147]

[49]

Understand that until
the student experiences
college, the impression is
“Who are you? You only
know me from a test
score.”

Fine tune consulting to be
more direct for degrees
with more strict curriculum.

Meet with student before
each semester

Describe the range of
careers related to major.
[157]

Identify coures in degree
paths that are known to be
challenging.

[54]

Meet with a student every
half hour from 8 to 4:30.
Back to back.
[59]

[204]

Indirect outreach
Get the student in to seek
help.

Meet with students at the
end of the semester

Create permits to register
without academic holds.

[95]

[55]

[60]

[168]

Work to get students in
earlier than end of the
term.
[205]

[158]

[113]

Judge the volume of
students seeking limited
acceptance. Evaluate that
pool for who are likely, on
the bubble, or not likely.

Get notified if a student is
doing poorly and is getting
“trapped” in a degree path
due to the specific course
within that degree path not
transfering out.

Assess odds of student
getting into higher level
program based on hours
and GPA.
[23]

Compare raw GPA, with
official GPA, past and present GPA performance to
understand if the student
is at present at risk.

Look at upper grad credits
[32]

[28]

[111]

Identify students that
are imminent academic
probation

Calculate GPA of transfer
work.

[110]

[24]

Look at transcript of all
grades to get a sense of
past performance.

Print unofficial transcript
to calculate unofficial
transcript.

[29]

[33]

Be aware that placing a
student in a remedial path,
automatically reduces
their chance of a degree by
50% due to the additional
time they will need and the
financial burden that extra
time has. [171]
Get the student declared
by XYZ credits.
[181]

[114]

Focus intensely on the first
2 years. Once they get into
the upper level, generally
they are going to make it.
[177]

Understand that there are
a series of classes we know
students are going to have
trouble with.
[174]

Show students the calculations and paths on paper.

Judge progress each session towards graduation.

[128]

[70]

Associate degree is map
to all general education
courses work complete.

“Make it real” for the student. Make them understand their performance.

[180]

[125]

Calculate GPA of pre-requisite GPA.
[129]

[172]

Don’t force advising
because we don’t have the
staff.

Understand advisorstudent familiarity advisor
preference.
[210]

Prepare for orientation
which takes longer.
[14]

Identify a student that
is capable to handle the
“ideal” path to an degree
[5]

Calculate transfer and
university work, together.

Look to see if housing is
already settled

[10]

[20]

Spend as much time as
needed in sessions based
on college, major and/or
severity of student issues.
[40]

Define approach we are
going to take with the
student based on review
of the student records and
context of the student.

Refer the student to support services if academic
drop is due to financial or
social issues.

Work through a worksheet
on skills to analyze likely
successful majors.
[160]

[50]

[46]

View advisors that have
worked with the student.

Suggest advisors to students based on their major
(i.e., “Students in your
major had Bob Smith as an
advisor”)

View which advisors
have work most with the
student, weighted by most
frequently.

Allow students to see advisor hours/availability when
selecting an advisor

View advisor list with
student’s performance
overlaid on that list of
advisors.

Provide contact information for advisor to student
to encourage student
outreach to advisor

View case load of advisors.

Allow student a way to
input their own notes into
the system

View success rate and ratio
of students to success rate
of students.

Allow students to “rate”
their advisors and contribute to an online opinion/
commentary area

Collect official, unoffical
transcripts from all high
schools

Collect official, unoffical
transcripts from all college
work

Review calculated likely
performance in selected
major based on past highschool course work, and
transfer college course
work that maps to similar
course work in selected
major.

Show mapping of courses
from past work that maps
to current major courses
success progress.

Annotate portions of the
past performance to inform the advising session.

Provide checklist of
non-academic factors to
annotate:
Housing, books, roommate
relationship, financial factors, etc.

Assign a student to an
advisor.

Highlight poor performance on placement
exams.

Collect annotations made
through the profile to conduct advising session.

Capture interests during
advising session.

Assess interest and loosely
set expectations for first
time freshmen. They don’t
have any experience so any
thing more is a waste until
they get a taste of college
life. [164]

Overcome lack of contact
early with the student that
is deemed in trouble.
[162]

Provide checklists, links to
relevant information and
possible majors for first
time meetings in easy to
print format

Work to council freshman
who have not experienced
college yet, nor do they
have a clue about the expectations of college work
or their potential challenging course work for a
choosen career path. [14]

Look to help ease the transition to college through
feeling of connecting with
other students, professors, groups within major,
interests like music, etc.

“Shock a student with the
obvious” is sometimes the
best way to get their attention. “You will need a lot of
math if you want to be a
math-ED.”

[167]

[165]

Have access to a searchable major database based
on keyword(s)

Suggest common courses
need to provide remediation for poor placement
exams.

Have check list, or worksheet, of topics to cover
with advising session.

Integrate personality test
into advising system

Provide contact info and
hours to students during
sessions to encourage
them to continue to come.

Utilize skils questionnaires
to help guide students

Create a summary sheet of
past and current performance of student.

Show calculations of GPA
for high-school and past
college work.

Show students with similar
past performance and success rates.

Review/discuss student’s
study schedule and learning habits

Customize advising
checklist based on type of
student (freshmen, transfer, althletes)

Map strengths and interests to majors.

Put freshman and transfers
in same interest area/
major in touch with each
other.

Offer workshops, information, tips, websites to advisors on how to better work
with students

Print out dosseir for student orientation sessions.

Show classes that are
included in calculations.

Show key courses in
success maps that led to
successful graduation.

Provide information to
assist student in further refining study habits - library
hours, tutoring info, etc.

Address any background
issues the student may
have that could impact
their success (ie. ESOL
student, foreign exchange,
etc)

Compare past students
success paths with similar
interests as current student

Extend orientation advising time or proactively
schedule students during
orientation for their first
office appointment.

Allow advisors to quickly
move students to other
advisors for a given day/
week/month/etc if overwhelmed or out of area of
interest/expertise

Allow advisor to include or
exclude course from GPA
calculation.

Show key courses that
challenged students successful graduation.

Annotate likely majors the
student should consider based on interests,
or specific desired area of
student

Require first advising session and have system send
out reminder to schedule
appointment

Include printouts of all
advisors contact information and office hours

Show results of criminal
background check.

Offer simple questionnaire allowing the student
to input interests so that
the system can be more
proscriptive in its recommendations

Show path most students
took with similar path
performance in selected
major.

Connect majors to alumni
contact information and
share contact info with
student.

Council a new student
on the requirements of
choosen degree path.
[139]

Encourage freshmen to
explore all options, but set
the first semester schedule
to leave all doors open.

Encourage student to meet
with advisor.
[96]

[186]

See which courses give
students in this same
major the most trouble.

For remedial work, allow
advisor to add courses and
terms to existing major
success maps.

For undeclared majors,
allow the advisor to select
likely majors and build
a few terms class work
from that set of classes, or
the intersection of those
majors.

Provide “suggested” term
courseload based on what
is available, what the student needs and what will
most likley transfer into the
largest number of majors
for incoming freshmen

Provide contact info and
hours to students during
initial orientation session
to encourage them to
continue to come.

Before a student leaves
the office, set up the next
appointment

Send out advising form
when we learn about a
problem with a student,
which is usually too late.

Select a group of students
based on low GPA and task
the advisors to reach out to
those students.

[56]

[61]

Understand that students
often call in to schedule appointments with advisors.

Look for “early warning
signs” of freshmen in
trouble.

Be aware that 2 term GPAs
below 2.0 (is grounds for
dismissal)

[206]

[115]

[116]

Review if the student is
making progress toward:
upper division, limited
admissions, and/or toward
a degree in choosen major.

[25]

[30]

Find the “source of truth”
on a student’s performance using many different systems and views.
[34]

Create recommended
schedule based on past
performance, and future
requirements, and availability of classes.
[173]

Ease students into technical degrees. Hold the tough
courses until later terms
within the first 2 years.

Ensure that students
who are going to graduate school are set up for
admissions.

[179]

[185]

Work to get rid of the
perception that some
schools send their “rejects”
to other schools due to
common patterns in major
changes.

Find alternatives with the
field where the student can
leverage existing credits.
[87]

[81]

Determine the cause of the
struggle: time-management, diagnosis (ADHD,
depression, etc), financial,
work-school balance, “life
issues”

Look to see if they bought
books early enough to
ensure they get books.
[77]

Hold workshops/intense
advising sessions for
underperforming students
with discussions with
upper level students and
alumni.

Have “frank” conversation: “Can you manage all
of XYZ?” And the paint a
clear picture of the possible impact to academic
performance.

[100]

[106]

Warn student below a
certain GPA threshold.

Prepare for heavy advising
months like July.

[101]

[107]

Offer options for support
if student selects a major
path that it appears they
will struggle based on past
performance.

Create a piece by piece
plan to “right the ship” for
those students failing.
[133]

Set expectations about
a tough road ahead for a
major they select when
our evaluation of their past
performance indicate they
may struggle or fail.

Overcome the students
denial in underperforming.
[130]

Listen for red-ﬂags: Pregnancy, parental issues, loss
of financial aid, roomate.
[72]

Review their time-management practices with them.
[78]

Advise students that trouble is related to attendance
and time-management.

Track underperforming
students through intense
advising process.

[102]

[108]

Understand that if they
leave business the student
typically go to Corporate
Communication.
[197]

Use personality traits
and interests to find new
majors for struggling
students.

[82]

[88]

Have an actual academic
conversation with students
older than freshmen.

Share with the student the
full plan. Explain the theme
of each step.

[103]

[134]

Review past performance
and if the trend is positive
paint a picture for encouragement. If not paint a
clear picture.

Intensely focus on the first
step of the “recovery plan”.
[135]

Learn patterns for major
changes. Know that when
students are in trouble,
they talk among themselves to find a major that
is related to their major/
interest that is easier.[198]

Know that often students
want to switch to a major
that will get them out as
quickly as possible.

Compare degree path
classes to see which alternative majors the student
might consider.

[201]

[83]

Understand that some
students just change majors without the advisors
having to do anything.

Know that if in nursing,
they gravitate toward public health due to similarity
to nursing interested and
not restricted admissions.

[199]

Loosen the grip on unrealistic majors for struggling
students.
[89]

[202]

Assess the specific course
work that is giving the student trouble and consider
alternative majors that do
not have that course work,
but in the same vein of the
current major, or are in the
interest of the student. 84]

Offer the student “what ifs”
to encourage alternative
majors.
[90]

Require direct conversation to dismiss students.
[65]

Conduct graduation
checks in April.
[136]

[188]

Color code folder of stuff to
major of student.

Retain information not kept
by the registrar.

[119]

Calculate GPA for a
specific set of classes over
a specific time to gauge
how they are performing
in different class spaces.
Use this information to find
alternative paths for the
student. [85]

Meet with the committee to review a potential
dismissal.
[66]

Reach out to provost for
exceptions if we make
mistake to ensure May
graduation.

[189]

Use color-coding to
indicate student academic
status.

[137]

Keep folder of all advising
sessions.
[190]

[120]

Provide area/tools in application to allow advisor
to keep info not kept by
registrar

Integrate print functionality in application to print
entire record set in usable
manner

View the graduation rate
of students switching into
other major from current
major, any major, or starting and finishing in that
major.

View alumni contact information within that major

Show financial impact of
getting dismissed

View qualifications for
entrance into major.

View financial/geographical information on jobs in
new majors

View contact information
for subject matter expert
on major.

Set the student up with
career center to get more
information on jobs within
possible new major(s)

View possible schedule of
classes needed for new
major

Coordinate meeting(s)
with mentors/graduates
for students in similar/
same degree paths

Require student advisor
meetings by X credits to
discuss major selection by
Y credits

Work with other involved
parties to convince student
to re-hab (i.e, talk to coach
if on athletics)

Put student in touch with
resources that may help
with time mgmt, study sessions, tutors, etc.

Strongly encourage
student to come in on a
regular basis or schedule
a series of meetings when
struggling student is in the
office

See which courses are
the most trouble for the
student.

Require face-to-face
meeting in order to switch
majors

View which majors match
the current completed
course work of the student

View degree maps of previous students along with
their rate of success and
failure

Recommend prep-tests for
students looking towards
limited access majors or
grad work (i.e., pre-GMAT)

Create and print out schedule plan based on course
avaibility from real-time
SIS system

Show student previous students’ progression when
prior student had problems
that they were able to fix
and graduate / anecdotal
advice

Steer student towards
anonymous services
such a hotlines when you
feel the problem may be
personal

Hold special advising hours
for problem students (or
longer hours) to encourage
students to come in outside of normal class time

See which courses give
students in this same
major the most trouble.

Provide online tools to
help students select a new
major - perhaps interests
questionnaires, etc.

Provide graphical analysis
of current student performance so advisor can
see “at-a-glance” what is
going on

Connect student with
other professionals to
assist when issues are not
academic

Have student register for
courses with the advisor/
during the advising session

Show the potential rewards/future course loads
to help convince a student
they can make it

Add terms to a success
progress map to insert
courses that will bring the
student back on path.

Try to get a student in that
may fit a potential “major
switching” profile (i.e, GPA
drop, certain missed success markers, etc)

Show which advisors have
the largest number of
successful students as well
as those off path based
on major/year/course/
load etc.

Keep records of student
activities besides academic
in system - jobs, athletic
obligations, etc.

Show real-time advisor schedule online so
students can book their
time (ala Outlook calendar
scheduling)

Decide if discouraging
a struggling student
from the a major is in the
student and/or the institutions best interest.

Get student in touch with
alumni working in their
chosen major

View “interest” profile of
other majors similar to current major.

Allow advisors to create
and save custom groups of
students to “watch”

Keep records on students
5 years after graduation.
Largely to protect the
university.

Prepare for graduation

Provide information on
what happens during
a dismissal to troubled
students before they get to
that point

View which majors are the
closest in terms of topic to
current major

Make the computer/application easier to use to get
appointments - encourage
students to do this with as
little effort as possible,

[187]

Pass folder of stuff to
delcared major college.
[118]

View the careers possible
within another major.

Encourage students who
do self-select to come in
and still discuss

Hold “open house” advisor
days

Wipe records of dimissed
students and meet with
students who are reinstated.

[117]

Understand dismissed
students can appeal.
[64]

Coordinate with career office to work on interviewing
and possible job searching
before graduation

View how many terms the
student might need to
bring them back on path.

Compare graduate requirements with undergraduate
student performance for a
chosen major

Records storage

Track student record in
non-scanned ways in case
they switch to another
school with a major change

[63]

Approach the student to
consider their “plan b”,
starting with the least likely
where entry into limited access majors is unlikely.

Try to get a student in that
is starting to fall apart as
early as possible

Ask the tough questions what is going on? How do
you plan on getting back
on track?

Show corrective actions, or
suggest actions that have
improved the success rate
of these similar students.

Managing student records
Review a student with
consecutive semesters
below GPA threshold for
dismissal.

[91]

[93]

Outreach to student RA,
professors, etc

Show students in groupings based on GPA to
course load to total credits
that are similar to students
who have had problems in
the past.

[62]

Discuss and plan for “plan
b” if the student can not
make it into limited acceptance major.

[92]

[104]

[109]

[126]

Realize that some students
hit a threshold where they
need to “Get out now”.
[200]

Investigate other student
interests to connect the
student to alternative
majors.

Show financial impact of
not working towards getting back on path

Provide printable versions
of online info (degree
maps, success requirements, etc) for students
who just want to “stop in”

Understand the rules for
automatic dismissal.

[86]

Review how the students
current performance and
class work will meet alternative major degree paths.

Show student sample successful course maps from
previous students in their
major/area of interest

Allow advisors to selectively email an entire
group of students meeting
certain criteria (maybe, all
with GPA under 2.5) with
reminder to schedule an
appointment

Require freshman meetings for one credit hour

Compare student performance to standards and
map those to advising
sheets to explain what to
do.

Look at attendence.
[76]

[71]

[156]

[194]

[80]

Understand that financial
realization at some point
in their career will motivate
a student to get-out of
school as quickly as possible.
[196]

Perform calculations to
projected graduation date,
or extension of time mostly
to show the student the
financial impact of poor
performance.
[124]

Add remedial classes to
the ideal path as needed. It
is on a student by student
bases, but there are clear
patterns.

Recommend to student
the change of major.

[131]

Create academic rehab for
transfers with 2.0 or below.

Dismissing students

[79]

Plan 3 terms out to to try
and get a student that is
off-path or remedial back
on path

Student self-selects new major
Combine calculations of
GPA, steps, and plan to
try to make it real for the
student.

Other functions/Administrative
These are administrative tasks that are not directly related
to student success markers but were shared by advisors as
desirable actions/issues.

Have a frank conversation
with students who are
off path, especially those
several semesters deep.
Actively direct them to
other majors.

Work to find themes with
troubled students.

[67]

Share with student the
“folder” of stuff to illustrate
points of council.

[122]

Look at a pool of students for risk

Understand that it is easier
to use intern and a book for
appointments rather than
a computer.

Understand that students
who drop in the upper
levels are often personal,
not academic issues.

Outcome
This is the final outcome for the student - either they succeed
and graduate or get dismissed if they do not make it. It may also
include withdrawing from the university altogether.

Finding a new major for the student

Find cause of poor performance

Schedule appointments
with students for advising.

[51]

Explore student interests
Decide when to start the
academic portion of the
major selection conversation. Could be by
experience at the college,
academic performance, or
self-selected students.[41]

Allow transfers to acclimate to the university.

[36]

[192]

Observing

A student may be starting towards off-path or the advisor is
interested in seeing if this student is prone to going off-path.

[178]

[35]

Assessing incoming students

Outreach
Outreach involves interacting with the students once they have
started their coursework. They may be moving towards getting
off path. They may not yet be off-path but they could be on their
way towards it.

Planning initial coursework

Strategic guidance

Take direct action

Show the actions that have
not worked.

Place higher emphasis on
first semester freshmen
and push the struggling
ones to the top automatically

See which courses the student needs to take to bring
them back on path.
Those that are pre-requisites to future classes.

Reach out to student’s
parents if the student gets
really off path or has not
improved after x terms or
their problems extends
beyond an academic one.

Add courses to new
term(s) either from previous or future terms or new
courses not in success
progress plan that will add
the student’s success.

View how many terms the
student might need to
bring them back on path to
a proposed major.

Reach out to the students
RA to determine if housing
or roomate issues are
causing poor performance.

View success metrics of
students taking a specific
course: success rate in
course, impact on success
in selected major, other
majors, and all majors.

View projected graduation
date for other majors.

Add new default views
in addition to a list view
(group view, eg) that can
be toggle off and on without using the filter search

Allow the manager to
group students by triage
rules.

Allow advisors to turn off
alert notifications for alerts
that may not be as important (i.e., missed course
registration)

Allow advisor to set threshold of how many students
they can work with on a
given day.

View other re-hab plans
used for students in similar
situations.

Allow leader to assign
groups of struggle students to an advisor, or set
of advisors.

Show potential courses
at other universities
that could help them in
“off-semesters” (summer
remedial, i.e.)

Suggest alternatives to dismissal - part-time status,
withdrawal and enrollment
at community college to
get back on track

Possible questions to investigate:
1. How does the school think about assigning students to advisors?
2. How are incoming, new, students assigned?
3. What causes a change in advisor assignments?
4. How frequently does an advisor assignment change?
5. Why might one advisor work over another?
6. What are the signals you look for to determine if an advisor change is warrented?
7. How does an advisor initiate a change, or
to convey that their work with a student is
done?
8. Would advisors be amenable to student
feedback on their performance?
9. How often does a student request an advisor change?
10. What things does a student look for in an
advisor?
11. Are students ever granted access to their
advising records/notes?

Next steps...

Find mentors/graduates
who may have struggled in
the same area that can offer suggestions/assistance

Possible questions to investigate:
1. How do advisor’s think about which students are in trouble?
2. How do they distinguish the severity of
one student over the other?
3. How do advisors think about “middle of
the road” students?
4. Do advisors have the bandwidth to address “middle of the road” students?
5. If there are multiple, seemingly equally,
troubled students, which takes priority?
6. How do advisors organize the students
they need to work with?
7. When a student comes in with average
standings, is the advisor just as likely to
help that student (i.e., spend just as much
time with them) as a student who’s really
struggling?
8. At what point will an advisor suggest the
student needs to reconsider their major/
courseload/current enrollment status?

Have access to a tutoring
DB of individuals who can
help based on specific
courses

Switch a student into
another major.

Possible questions to investigate:
1. Can a student switch without having any
advisor input?
2. How many students choose to switch on
their own?
3. How often in a student’s career, will a student switch majors?
4. Do certain schools have higher incidents
of major switching?
5. How often is a student successful in a new
major if the switch was due to failing in
first major?
6. How often will a student switch a minor?
7. What is the ratio of student applications
into limited access majors that make it vs
those that do not?

Possible questions to investigate:
1. How does an advisor think about helping
a troubled student plan their curriculum?
2. How do you determine how far out to
plan?
3. In planning, what is the most important
thing you keep in mind?
4. How do you determine what course the
student should take?
5. How do you work with the student to plan
this curriculum?
6. How do you convey the recommendations
to the student?
7. How do you track if the student took your
recommendations?
8. How do you address potential student
weaknesses in new major requirements?

Adoptability

Extensibility

Adaptability

Explore ways to ensure existing
and new members continue to
embrace our product.

Look for unique ways to reuse
functionality and tie areas of the
application together.

Ensure the application can provide
value to a greater number of users
in a wider variety of roles.

Continue to explore the mental model for new development opportunities.
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